The program list shows all student candidates who have turned in an Intent to Graduate during the last 12 months. If you have recently graduated or are expecting to and don’t find your name on this list, this may be for a number of reasons such as (A) an Intent to Graduate has not been submitted to Registrar, (B) outstanding requirements that need to be rectified, or (C) you have elected and requested to be publicly confidential on your Intent to Graduate form and will need to contact the Office of the Registrar to confirm. (This IS the name that will appear on diplomas.) This is not a walking list.

Past students from Spring 2020-Spring 2021 who are returning this semester to walk, will be required to register and confirm their degree information with the Office of Advancement to be included in the program. They can be reached at commencement@nmt.edu

If you feel there is an error, please contact us immediately at registrar@nmt.edu, deadline to turn in an Intent to Graduate, and any graduation documents for May, or to make ANY changes is April 15, 2022 5pm (hard deadline, there will be no exceptions).

Associate of General Studies
Marrinna A Martinez

Bachelor of General Studies
Sennabar' Mason-Presley

Bachelor of Science in Basic Sciences
Damian W. Banks

Bachelor of Science in Biology
Meera Bhakta
Emily Cook
Tucker Martin Diamond-Ames
Skye A Fischer
Jamie Hana Gelinas
Sydney Ann Marie Gourley
Katelyn Mary Green
Mae Ling Kao
Nora Maseman
Tommiere McKnight
Cecilia Elena Porta-Martinez
Luisa Alejandra Romero
Anna Angharrad Gabrielle Hunt

Bachelor of Science in Biology with Environmental Science Option
Kellie M Hunter
Sophia Salazar

Bachelor of Science in Biomedical Sciences with Biology Option
Amber S Anaya
Elizabeth R Carrillo
Raymond R Castillo
Bailey Dodson (Minor in Biomedical Engineering)
Israel Michael Gabaldon
John William Raymoral (Minor in Biomedical Engineering)

Bachelor of Science in Chemical Engineering
Braci D Chester (Minor in Mineral Engineering)
Destiny Joy Crawford
John T Dofflemeyer
Madeline Rose Finale
Jennifer Gamboa Gil
Noah Pierre Gelinas (Minor in Chemistry)
Idalis K Hernandez
Catherine T House (Minor in Chemistry)
Chase Orion Kennard (Minor in Biology)
Taylor Mai Le (Minor in Chemistry)
Alexander Gino Logan
Adam D Lopez
Arsenio M Lucero
Mario De Dios Marquez (Minor in Chemistry)
Brandon Thomas McReynolds
Danielsen Eduardo Moreno
Muriel Morgan Olander
Shane Michael Risolio (Minors in Polymer Science and Chemistry)
James Christian Ruff
Jalen Enrique Salas (Minor in Explosives Engineering)
Kaoru Shimada

Bachelor of Science in Chemistry
James Christian Ruff
Fillipp Edvard Laudiano Salvador

Bachelor of Science in Chemistry with Biochemistry Option
Alyssa Brooke Neal

Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering
Matthew James Bauman
Julian Samuel Brittain
Jesus Gabriel Chavira
Brayden Wade Fletcher
Britney N Green
John Ryan Himes
Isaiah L Jogola
Drew Daniel James Krajeck
Vanessa Majalca
Jessica M Misa
Elisabeth Denise Quan
Daniella Renae Sanchez
Sudip Thapa
Ryan T Vallejos

Bachelor of Science in Computer Science
Jonathan Catlett Arnold
Alexander Christian Bair (Minor in Mathematics)
Logan J Beverly
Victor Campos (Minor in History)
Josiah Demitry Cury
Brandon Shawn Dennis
Patrick Aaron Duane (Minor in Electrical Engineering)
Garrett C Evans
Alan J Fenton
Timothy Tyler Goetsch
Mitchell Diego Hayden
Byron Jacob Hooyman
Bryce Orion Jacobs (Minor in Biology)
Franklin F Reithley (Minor in Mathematics)
John E Leonard
Marisa Antoinette Loraas
Brandon Montano
Orion Raymund Alviano Nassaux
Douglas Scott Newquist
Jen Marie Phifer (Minor in Mathematics)
Matthew Robinson (Minor in Mathematics)
Preston Boyd Ruff
Noah Peyton Schoonover
Myles L Willis
Yumin Xu

Bachelor of Science in Earth Science
Megan Nicole Badonie
Nicholas George Rawson Harrison
Kiersten Hottendorf
Kelsey Madison Romero
Ashley Marie Torres
Connor James Whitman

Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering
Roman G Baca
Troy Andrew Boggs (Minor in Optical Science & Engineering)
Zachary McDowell Bohumil
Ryan Xavier Botko
Quincy Bradfield
Stephanie Rose Carrillo
Zia Dushan Dhawan
Diego Chavez Fristoe
Marshall Terry Gold
McKenna D Gold
Nathan Odell Reynolds (Minor in Optical Science & Engineering)
Troy Sims
Jordan Mateo Tesillo (Minor in Optical Science & Engineering)
Alieta Marie Thompson (Minors in History and Mathematics)
Christopher Lee Voelkel

Bachelor of Science in Environmental Engineering
Nnenna Daniel Ajama
Jamie Rae Barraclough
Joshua M. Chavez
Isaiah N Gurule
Tyanna Watchman

Bachelor of Science in Environmental Science with Biology Option
Kathryn Canady Bosley (Minor in Biology)

Bachelor of Science in Information Technology
Kevin Donaghey Helfert
Spencer Merrill
Joseph Sarvash

Bachelor of Science in Management
Dorothy Elaine Duran

Bachelor of Science in Materials Engineering
Javier Paolo Ambrose
Spencer Curtis Deatherage
Skyler Travis Matteson

Bachelor of Science in Materials Engineering with Metallurgical Engineering Option
Enrico Jerome Malcolm

Bachelor of Science in Mathematics
Connor Lucas Butler (Minor in Mechanical Engineering)
Elijah Pelofske (Minor in Computer Science)
Ryan C Reed

Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering
Samuel Arellano
Savannah Noel Bradley
Ben C Brown
Hosman Caraveo-Macias
Joseph F Carrillo
Donovan Antonio Caruso
Cole Christopher Dunning
Curtis William Earnest (Minor in Explosives Engineering)
Jett C Emms
Jonathan Isaac England
Jarod Michael Fisher
Ana Gabriel Fuentes
Brisa Jahzeel Garcia (Minors in Science, Technology, and Society and Secondary Education)
Deise Garcia
Zady G Gutierrez
Sean Harrington
David Robert Kunkel
Dede Charleston Lincoln
William Franklin Martin
Jesse M Montano
Micaela Azalea Olivas
Nathan Richard Paul
Austin Petring
Jason Matthew Presley
Megan Richardson
Dane Griffin Robergs
Diego Rodriguez
Alexander James Sandhorst
Raechelle M Sandoval
Karl Nikolaus Schneller
Bachelor of Science in Mineral Engineering
Julienne Mamaita Aboa Essomba

Bachelor of Science in Petroleum & Natural Gas Engineering
Hersonamoreti Cruz Leines
Kevin D. George Jr.
Richard Allen Haverland

Bachelor of Science in Physics
Noah Fuge D’Antonio
Kody Gareth Gray
Jhanene Idaly Heying-Melendrez
Cameron J Rlotz (Minor in Mathematics)
Andrew G Rotoski (Minor in Mathematics)
Keith Raymond Lucero
Samuel Garrett Privett
Alannah T Vasquez

Bachelor of Science in Physics with Astrophysics Option
Isaac Reed Edelman (Minor in Mathematics)
Francisco-Rey Albert Pedroza (Minor in Mathematics)
Ryan C Reed
Lucian J Sahd
Anna Elizabeth Smith

Bachelor of Science in Physics with Atmospheric Physics Option
Spencer Alexander Riley (Minor in Mathematics)

Bachelor of Science in Psychology
Evonne M Boldt
Augusta Reylea Edwards
Yuran Ma

Bachelor of Science in Technical Communication
Benjamin Donald Brennan
Riana Foley
Anastasia O Heau

Graduate Certificate in Cybersecurity Certificate
Jennifer Anne Huerta
Anhao Xiang

Graduate Certificate in Explosives Engineering
Jacob Fuerst

Graduate Certificate in Secondary Alternative License
Felipe Romero
Ryan D Romero

Master of Engineering in Materials Engineering
Catherine Raye Groves

Master of Engineering in Mechanical Engineering with Specialization in Explosives Engineering
David Hernandez
Joseph Martinez

Master of Engineering in Mechanical Engineering with Specialization in Fluid & Thermal Sciences
Caleb Douglas Jaquish

Master of Engineering Management
Reyes Daniel Duran
Thomas Stepan
Zufuru Tejan-Kella

Master of Science in Biology
Betty Anne Fish

**Master of Science in Computer Science**
- Brandon Bicknell
- Jacob Marks
- Siavash Norouzi
- Sean Salinas
- Anhao Xiang

**Master of Science in Computer Science with Specialization in Information Technology**
- Md Helaholdin

**Master of Science in Electrical Engineering**
- Owana Mariza Moushi
- Sandip Rai
- Tyler Dean Werne

**Master of Science in Geology**
- Robert Spencer Hollingworth
- Samuel Gregory Martin

**Master of Science in Geophysics (Solid Earth)**
- Reilly Mathew Blocho
- Bryan R Thomas

**Master of Science in Hydrology**
- Beth Ann M. Eberle
- Elizabeth Lee Evenocheck
- Sharilyn Meneses Pimentel

**Master of Science in Materials Engineering**
- Robert Raymond Calvo
- Audrey Summers Campbell
- William Hale
- Brian Matthew Kowalski
- Albert A. Morales
- Noah Aaron White

**Master of Science in Mathematics with Specialization in Industrial Math**
- Tyler Wayne Hester

**Master of Science in Mathematics with Specialization in Operations Research & Statistics**
- Rozrik Chu Abo-abo
- Evelyn-Pearl Fosua Akwantey
- Abu Saleh Mosa Faisal
- Destiny Graham

**Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering**
- Grace A Tenorio

**Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering with Specialization in Explosives Engineering**
- Jason Michael Falls
- Bradley C Miller
- Brandon D Rowell
- Steven Douglas Lukow
- Aaron James Mista
- Gabriel David Maestas
- Dillon Mann
- Ernest Miramontes-Carrera

**Master of Science in Mineral Engineering**
- Monoko Richard Daligou

**Master of Science in Mineral Engineering with Specialization in Geotechnical Engineering**
- Hamid Ranjesh Adarmanabadi

**Master of Science in Mineral Engineering with Specialization in Mineral Exploration**
- John Booker Grab

**Master of Science in Petroleum Engineering**
- Samuel Appiah Acheampong
Benjamin Adu-Gyamfi
Mubarek Alpkirray
Emmanuel Gyimah
Hieu Trung Le
Loc K. Luong
Thinh K. On
Quadri Wahab

Master of Science in Physics
Catherine A. O’Neil

Master of Science for Teachers
Rachel Marie Bartram
Salomon Maestas

Doctor of Philosophy in Chemistry
Amadini Merdis Jayasinghe

Doctor of Philosophy in Computer Science
Amir Mirzaeinia

Doctor of Philosophy in Petroleum Engineering
Marcia Donna McMillan